
I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is What this about? story

is What this about? story

about
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

I school. going am after home

I school. going am after home

after
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

at We all are school.

at We all are school.

all
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

and are work. Dad at Mum

and are work. Dad at Mum

are
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is yesterday. Today hot as as

is yesterday. Today hot as as

as
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is Harry going home. back

is Harry going home. back

back
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

you my Will be friend?

you my Will be friend?

be
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

like hot. I because summer it’s

like hot. I because summer it’s

because
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

came William to house. my

came William to house. my

came
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

day. We had great a

day. We had great a

day
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

went the down Sihara stairs.

went the down Sihara stairs.

down
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

went get bag. to Stella her

went get bag. to Stella her

get
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I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

like fast my bike. to on I go

like fast my bike. to on I go

I can write:

go
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

are We to going Nelson.

are We to going Nelson.

going
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

have jacket. a I new

have jacket. a I new

have
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I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is her What name?

is her What name?

I can write:

her
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I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is his This bike.

is his This bike.

I can write:

his
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is going today. home Ella

is going today. home Ella

home
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

ran tunnel. into Daniel the

ran tunnel. into Daniel the

into
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

has just asleep. Dad fallen

has just asleep. Dad fallen

just
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

like eat to I ice cream

like eat to I ice cream

like
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is for swim. a Mum going

is for swim. a Mum going

mum
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

This not house. is your

This not house. is your

not
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is one There left. apple

is one There left. apple

one
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is our Tony. This brother

is our Tony. This brother

our
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

Hall out door. ran Mrs the

Hall out door. ran Mrs the

out
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I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

here,” Grandma. said “Come

here,” Grandma. said “Come

I can write:

said
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

are you. apples some Here for

are you. apples some Here for

some
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

singing were a We song.

singing were a We song.

were
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is with dentist. Toby the

is with dentist. Toby the

with
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